
NOT MY BEST SIDE

Not my best side, I'm afraid. The artist didn't give me a Triangles, so he left off two of my. Feet. I didn't comment at Why,
I said to myself, should my conqueror.

Essay Topic: Poetry Sorry, but copying text is forbidden on this website! Based on the details given and the
tone or stance of the speaker in this poem, what do you think is Fanthorpe's opinion of this attitude? Why
should my victim be so Unattractive as to be inedible, And why should she have me literally On a string?
What pops out at you? In the third stanza, what or who is Fanthorpe speaking as? Who conquers? The artist
didn't give me a chance to Pose properly, and as you can see, Poor chap, he had this obsession with Triangles,
so he left off two of my Feet. I mean, What was he like underneath the hardware? The painter obsessively
used triangles throughout the piece, indicating that he was a perfectionist rather than a realist, and perhaps had
OCD. Would you call this a feminist poem or not? The three characters in this poem hold quite different
opinions yet are extremely similar in the way that each character is as different as the other. He describes his
horse as if it is a car by using phrases such as Obsolescence. I mean, I quite Took to the dragon. Why should
my victim be so Unattractive as to be inedible, And why should she have me literally On a string? Still, what
could I do? He wassense of loneliness So nicely physical, with his claws And lovely green skin, and that sexy
tail, she sees the dragon as an object of desire â€” she misunderstands his intentions And the way he looked at
me, He made me feel he was all ready to Eat me. I didn't comment at the time What, after all, are two feet To a
monster? Don't you realize that, by being choosy, You are endangering job prospects In the spear- and
horse-building industries? She has successfully manipulated them into modern day caricatures. II It's hard for
a girl to be sure if She wants to be rescued. The dragon got himself beaten by the boy, And a girl's got to think
of her future. He continues to boast that Still on the secret list. Do better than me at the moment. How these
phrases are interpreted, is up to the reader. I didn't comment at the time What, after all, are two feet To a
monster? Adds to the sense that the man is entirely unfeeling. As I read about thoughts, which are
materialistic, vain or lustful, I learn that Fanthorpe seems concerned with showing us not our best sides. Who
is conquered? Think also of the word "gaze. Who relates to whom? Jokes about the obsession with triangles,
and the fact he is missing 2 feet. He is also affronted by the I was sorry for the bad publicity. My spear is
custom-built, And my prototype armour Still on the secret list. He might have acne, blackheads or even Bad
breath for all I could tell, but the dragon-- Well, you could see all his equipment At a glance. Why should my
victim be so Unattractive as to be inedible, And why should she have me literally On a string? The artist didn't
give me a chance to Pose properly, and as you can see, Poor chap, he had this obsession with Triangles, so he
left off two of my Feet.


